
Turn-N-Count
Ratcheting “T” Wrench

Introducing  “Turn-N-Count” a versatile
lightweight ratcheting “T” wrench. Designed to turn
Utility Valves and Fire Hydrants of all types and
sizes.

Similar to a conventional “T” handle in
appearance only, “Turn-N-Count” integrates a
ratcheting mechanism and digital counter into its
ergonomic design. The ratchet significantly  re-
duces back strain by reducing the range of mo-
tion necessary to operate the tool. The
operator can reverse rotation  with a quick turn of
the directional lever.

One person operation is easy and comfortable;
the revolution counter lets the operator
concentrate on safety while  “Turn-N-Count”
tracks the valve position.

The lightweight “Telescoping key” adjusts quickly,
allowing the operator to set the height for safe
and comfortable operation.  The key is
removable from the drive head and will receive
any standard 1” square stud or adapter for
special nuts.

“Turn-N-Count” handles tough to access valves
easily. By removing one handle the operator can
work next to walls, fences and other obstructions
without having to reset the key on the nut.  All of
these features packed into a tool no larger or
heavier than those “T,s” you may currently be

using.

LIGHTWEIGHT.....EASY ONE PERSON OPERATION

QUICK-CHANGE RATCHET
LCD REVOLUTION COUNTER

TELESCOPING KEY        REMOVEABLE HANDLE

 With Built-in Revolution Counter



TURN-N-COUNT     Ratcheting “t” Wrench

 Specifications
Functions: Turn all Utility Valves and Fire Hydrants of all types and sizes.

Count revolutions, forward and reverse.

Machine Dimensions: Head 2 1/2”x 3” (63.5 x 76.2mm) with handles 29” (736.6 mm) overall.

Weight: Head: 7 lbs. (3.1kg)  Key: 10 lbs. (4.5 kg)  with Socket: 22 lbs. ( 9.9 kg )

Turning Method: Reversable Ratchet

Maximum Torque Load: 400 ft / lbs.

Key: Steel: 1” sq. (25.4 mm)  telescoping  key from  5’ to 9’ (1524 mm to 2743)
with quick pin release.

Sockets: Special configurations upon request.

Head: Cast steel.

Handles: Steel pipe with cushioned rubber safety grips.

Counter: Built in digital counter display. Push button reset, counts in 1 revolution
 increments, forward and reverse reset.

Packaging: Turn-N-Count with removable Handles. Includes, Telescoping Key with
socket (2”  AWWA standard), Hydrant Socket and Manual.

Warranty: One year parts and labor.
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Quick lock telescoping
key adjustment.

Accommodates all boxes,
vaults and valves.

Set up easily, adjustable for
perfect operating height.

Accepts all 1” keys Converts to a handy “hydrant wrench” turns all
valve and hydrant nut configurations.

Safety grips
cushion hands
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